Noho ora pai ana I te korokeke – Living well with Dementia

Spring 2020

Bob (Care Partner), Lara Hitchcock (Burwood Hospital) and
Janice after a presentation to DHB staff about the realities of
living with Dementia.
0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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We continue to feel the impact of Covid-19 in our community. Level Two
restrictions again meant we had to stop most of our groups and all our face to
face client visits over the last couple of months. Our team has been busy keeping
in touch by phone and a number of our groups have been running via Zoom.
Fundraising initiatives also had to be cancelled including our Movie night and
Court Theatre fundraiser.
During September (World Alzheimers month) Dementia New Zealand ran a
national campaign to raise awareness about the limited funding in the community
to support organisations such as ours deliver the very necessary frontline
community-based services. We were pleased to promote World Alzheimers month
with interviews on Compass FM and News Talk ZB, displays in our libraries and
client/carer stories on Stuff and in the Ashburton Guardian newspaper (see the
links on our Facebook page).
After having to postpone several times (due to Covid restrictions) we
were delighted to attend the very successful public launch of Brain Tree
(our future home) at The Art Gallery on October 1st. For more information
about ways to support the public fundraising campaign please visit
https://www.canterburybraincollective.org
November 20th/21st is our Annual Appeal. This is our largest fundraising event for
the year, and we need your support to raise the much-needed funds for frontline
service delivery. Can you help us by collecting for an hour or two, getting a team
together to collect or taking a bucket through your business to get donations? We
would love to hear from you. Please see contact details later in this newsletter.
Finally, a shout out to our clients, carers and family /whānau. Yet again you have
managed through the challenge of Level 2 restrictions. 2020 has been a very
challenging year and we acknowledge just how difficult this has been for people
living with dementia, carer partners and family.
Ngā mihi nui
Darral Campbell
Manager
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Christmas/New Year
Office Closure
Address: 3/49 Sir William Pickering Drive,
Christchurch
Postal Address: PO Box 20567,
Christchurch 8543
Ph: 0800 444 776
West Coast 0800 259 226
Email: admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz
Website: www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Please note the Dementia Canterbury office
will be closed from 1pm Wednesday
23rd December 2020 and will reopen at
8.30am Tuesday 5th January 2020.
May you all have a happy
and safe Christmas
and New Year holiday time.

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz

Staff Updates
Welcome to the following new staff members who joined Dementia Canterbury this year:

Erica Collingwood
Key Worker

Lilian Margetts
Key Worker, Kaikoura

Tracey Mabey
– Key Worker

Volunteers Update
We celebrated the end of the lockdown and all the
wonderful contributions of our volunteers with a special
afternoon tea in late July. It was a great afternoon, filled
with lots of yummy food and the chance to catch up with
everyone after what has been a very difficult year for many.
It was lovely to have such a good turn out and for our new
staff to get the chance to meet some more of our wonderful
volunteers.
The big project that we have been working on in recent
months is producing an online training programme for our
prospective volunteers. This new programme will allow
people to participate in the training by watching short
videos and completing assessments, at a time that fits their
schedule. This will be followed by a short in person training
session where we run through some role play scenarios that
our volunteers may encounter. The new Volunteer Training
should be rolled out to the first batch of new volunteers
within the next few weeks.

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer with Dementia
Canterbury please get in touch with Alyssa, our Volunteer
Coordinator, at alyssa@dementiacanterbury.org.nz or on
03 379 2590 ext. 210.

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Activity Group Update
We are delighted to be back running our activity groups after a pause during Level 2, although we were so pleased to be able
to continue to run some of our groups via Zoom during this time.

Zoom groups

We have been thoroughly enjoying our monthly Artzheimers Zoom group held in conjunction with the Christchurch Art
Gallery. Our focus is on exploring the vast array of New Zealand art and artists. Over the past few months we have looked at the
life and works of Louise Henderson and Max Gimblett, as well as the ongoing ‘Te Wheke: Pathways across Oceania’ exhibition.
Special thanks go to Sara, Lana and the Team at the Art Gallery for making this group possible.
We are also grateful to Kim at Christchurch Libraries for facilitating a monthly Next Chapter Library Zoom group. We have
enjoyed talking about spring, music, and entertainment, with the use of much loved music clips, quizzes and visual displays.
During Level 2, Marisa from the Canterbury Museum also led a fantastic Zoom group for us on historic kitchen appliances which
was very fascinating and evoked many memories.
Zoom groups are a great way to attend a group if you cannot travel to the library or gallery. If you are interested please contact
your social worker to find out more.

Christchurch Symphony Orchestra

Last year in partnership with the Christchurch Symphony Orchestra we ran a very successful Flourish programme. We are very
much looking forward to our next six week programme starting in October at the Christchurch Town Hall. These sessions will
be interactive, alighting memories and offering opportunity to try new musical experiences.

Life Stories

We have just completed a 6 week block of our Life Stories group. At the South Library a group of ten story tellers were paired
with a volunteer, and a computer, to capture their Life Story. We finished with a wonderful celebration and presentation of the
books, which family & friends also attended. A truly special opportunity to recognise and celebrate our story tellers lives. We
look forward to running another block towards the end of this year.
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Court Theatre

Following on from the theme of Life stories, we continued our partnership with the Court Theatre. A group of enthusiastic
and talented young actors from the Court Theatre School Holiday programme visited the Dementia Canterbury offices, where
they met with Lee, our educator, to learn a little about dementia. Fuelled with lunch the actors were paired with four of our
clients who shared stories about their life. The actors then returned to the Court, under the guidance and expertise of Rachel,
Riley and Will, and produced a remarkable theatre production. The performances focussed on events from each of the stories,
and were performed on the Court Theatre stage. Seeing the bridging of generations is very heartwarming and special for all
involved. We are also looking forward to going on a Backstage tour soon to get a peek at the behind the scenes action at
the theatre.

Community Gardens

Now we are in spring it is great to be
back in the garden with our three
community garden groups at the
Botanic Gardens, Opawa Community
Garden and Avebury Community
Garden. At our last outing to Avebury
we enjoyed planting tomato shoots
and look forward to seeing the fruits
of our labour over the coming months.
We also loved meeting the chickens
who are new editions to the garden.
It is so satisfying and rewarding to be
able to help at these gardens.
It has been great to start our other
activity groups too…our guided
garden walks in the Botanic Gardens,
walking from Avebury House,
swimming at QE11, DIY at Bunnings,
the Next Chapter library groups, the
Museum guided tour, and baking at
Ronald McDonald House. If you would
like to be involved in any of our activity
groups please just call tel: 03 379 2590
and ask to speak to a social worker.
There may be a waitlist for some of
our groups but we will do our best to
include you as soon as a place becomes available.
Warm wishes from the Activity Team – Alyssa, Anna & Diane.

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Younger Onset Programme
We are delighted to advise that we have recently changed
and expanded our programme for people living with
Younger Onset Dementia. Since February 2019 we have been
running a successful activity programme on a Thursday, but
due to a significant and growing need amongst our younger
clients, we have remodelled this and included some more
options. This was based on client feedback and modelling on
similar services provided internationally.
We have started two coffee groups a month for clients
and their families & friends, and a Saturday social event
every three months. We had fun playing Ten Pin Bowling in
September and are looking forward to a walk & Christmas
afternoon tea at Avebury House in December. We continue
to run a Thursday programme, now held in the morning,
which focuses on social connection, physical activity and
brain stimulation. This often includes coffee, lots of walks,
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chats and fun. One of our clients on the first day they
attended this group said ‘I don’t remember when I have
laughed this much…I really enjoyed being here.’
We are really pleased to also be able to introduce ‘Lunch &
Learn’ education sessions for family and friends of clients
with Younger Onset Dementia. We held a well-received
session on Communication, and Diet & Lifestyle, in August,
and will be hosting a ‘Lunch & Learn’ focusing on the
changes and loss that come with dementia at the end of
October. Each of these sessions ends with an opportunity for
support and connection with others over lunch.
If you are interested in this programme please call
Dementia Canterbury (03) 379 2590 to find out more.

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz

Education –
The Importance of a Client Perspective
As an educator at Dementia Canterbury, I have the great
privilege of facilitating education for people who are living
with a diagnosis of dementia. It is heartening to give them
an opportunity to share thoughts, feelings, and responses
about their new reality and also to witness the sense of
empowerment that increases as the course goes on. Even
more thrilling is seeing these folk continue on to live well
with their dementia and to share about their journey
with others.
2020 has seen Dementia Canterbury partner with the
Canterbury District Health Board to offer education for staff
entitled “See Me, Not Just My Dementia.” With four study
days throughout the year, the aim is to help those who work,
often in acute settings, with folk who have a diagnosis of
dementia. Helping them to understand that the person in
front of them is unwell and, very often, in a vastly different
space from when they are living well with their dementia.
To facilitate this education, I have had the privilege of
working along side Janice and Bill. Janice is a client of ours
and Bill, her husband is her care partner. Together, we have
had the opportunity to share with course attendees what it
means to experience dementia as a day to day reality.

They are shining examples of what it looks like to “live well”
with dementia as they work hard to mitigate or manage the
effects of Janice’s mind changing condition. For them, living
well with dementia means they can seize opportunities to
live their lives in a manner that enables them to continue to
enjoy many of the activities they have enjoyed over many
years, but also to manage the challenges that come their
way because of the effects of Janice’s condition. Not only
this, they are also willing to share their thoughts, experiences
and feelings with others who have the ability to make a
difference for folk with dementia, who find themselves
unwell and in need of acute care. This is immensely powerful
and an amazing privilege!
I salute them, and the many others who are facing
the challenges that dementia places upon their lives
with positivity – to the point of helping others grow in
understanding and compassion.
Kia Kaha – Continue to “Live Well.”
Donna Jemmett
Educator

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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People living with dementia and the Covid-19
pandemic: where are we now?
One of the things that strikes me about the Covid-19
pandemic is how much this disaster reminds me of the
Canterbury Earthquakes. Cantabrians can talk about when
it dawned on them that they really were “in for a marathon,
not a sprint”. Just like those earthquake years, Covid-19 is
going to last longer than we thought, challenge us in ways
we’re not expecting, and take a while to recover from.
And just like the earthquakes, people living with dementia
and their families and whānau are finding themselves to be
particularly vulnerable.
There’s a very difficult balance to be struck. On the one
hand, people with dementia are at higher risk of dying or
developing serious complications from Covid-19, and on the
other, people with dementia experience significant harm
from unintended side effects of lockdown.
During the first wave of serious infection in the United
Kingdom, dementia turned out to be the most important
health condition associated with dying from Covid – not
chronic respiratory disease, not cancer, but dementia. This
is mainly due to the risks shouldered by those people with
moderate to severe dementia living in residential care: it
is an environmental factor rather than a dementia factor
per se. If the virus gets in to a rest home it spreads rapidly
and is very deadly. In New Zealand, most of the 25 people
who have died so far were linked to the five Covid clusters
centred in aged residential care facilities. In the most deadly
of those clusters, most of the twelve folk who died during an
outbreak in a Christchurch facility had a dementia illness.
I still hear people saying things like “those people were
going to die anyway”, or “those people weren’t living much
of a life anyway”. Most people, including most people with
severe dementia that I have met, can and usually do enjoy
being alive – how dare someone else pronounce when
another person’s life is no longer worth living! And if we
could choose, we certainly wouldn’t choose to die during a
pandemic, attended only by staff we can’t recognise behind
their aprons, masks, and gloves; too afraid to embrace us or
hold our hand.
For people with more severe dementia, becoming infected
with Covid-19 is a disaster.
On the bright side, one of New Zealand’s success stories
with this pandemic has been how our ‘team of five million’
has twice taken the risks from Covid-19 seriously enough to
build a protective wall around our most vulnerable citizens;
the bricks made up of each citizen’s adherence to lockdown
rules. For this, I am very grateful.
However, there have been many unintended consequences,
not least the increased isolation and disruption to
our usual routines that we all experienced, living with
dementia or not. We know that social connectedness and
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engagement is one of the keys to maintaining and growing
personhood in the face of a dementia illness, and we know
that routines protect us when our brain is beginning to fail.
These two factors are important for all of us, but especially
for people with dementia no matter how mild it is (or how
severe). Lockdown blows these out of the water and makes
the dementia syndrome worse. Whānau and care staff began
reporting this anecdotally early on in the pandemic and it is
now being increasingly recognised in the medical literature.
What’s more, lack of access to respite has a disproportionate
impact on the whānau and friends who care for people
with dementia. This can form a vicious circle: care needs
arising from dementia increase because of lockdown, which
increases care partners’ need for respite just when this
cannot be accessed, which causes stress levels to rise, further
affecting the equilibrium of the person with dementia.
This is cruel – the very things that help protect our most
vulnerable people also worsen the situation for all people
with dementia and for their care partners.
Just like the earthquakes, we now realise that this situation
is going to go on for quite a while. There are likely to be
further outbreaks in New Zealand, repeated lockdowns,
more deaths, and on-going harms from lack of access to the
usual groups, activities, assistance, and respite that helps
people with dementia and their circles of care to stay afloat
and thrive. And just as after the earthquakes, people are
beginning to ask how the benefits of any Covid-19 lockdown
can be maintained with less harm to those it is meant to
protect.
How can we continue to provide support without exposing
each other to the virus? How can routines and the availability
of respite be maintained without unduly raising the risk of
transmission? How can social connections be fostered and
grown when we cannot meet face to face? These are now
the questions we need to grapple with. Lest we think this
is all for government or the local DHB to handle, it is worth
remembering how much the actions of individuals, families
and community groups made a difference to people living
with dementia during the long months after the February
2011 earthquake. I think the same will be true now.
Dr Matthew Croucher

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz

Student Research Project
Are you the primary caregiver for
someone with dementia?

My name is Brieonie Jenkins, I am a student at Massey
University. I’m researching the relationship between
loneliness and quality of life in informal caregivers of people
with dementia. This research is part of my Doctoral thesis.
My supervisors are Dr. Richard Fletcher, Professor Christine
Stephens and Associate Professor Paul Merrick.

Doc toral t he sis

Informal caregivers are a vital part of dementia support in
New Zealand and loneliness could put informal caregivers
at risk of poor physical and mental health. If you are the
primary caregiver for someone with dementia, I’d love to
hear from you. Your involvement in this research would
be valuable.
Participation involves completing an anonymous survey
which can be accessed through the link below. If you would
prefer to complete the survey in hardcopy, I would be happy
to post it to you with a return addressed envelope, please
contact me on the email address below.
https://massey.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/
SV_9RYXRUtNVzHfPz7
Brieonie Jenkins
Brieonie.jenkins.1@uni.massey.ac.nz

Research Participants Wanted
More Participants wanted by Kiwi
company BeSure to trial a new smart
home solution.
Are you caring for someone living alone with dementia? Do
you worry about them? BeSure can help you. Our system
will tell you if they are up and about in the morning, the
temperature in the house, if they have had a shower today,
how long they have slept last night and much more! All using
small sensors placed around the house and linked to a secure
App on your phone or computer. BeSure are offering a free
3 month trial of the system and want to work with people
with dementia and their Whanau to refine and develop our
solution.
Tracy, who’s mum has the system installed in her house,
was worried her mum was not sleeping well. After using
BeSure she said “BeSure confirmed the early morning starts
– sometimes 3 or 4am – which explained the tiredness on
some days.”
Register your interest with Jonathan Sibbles at:
jonathan.sibbles@besuresolutions.com or phone
021 0828 8048

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Research

Do you or a loved one
have dementia?
We’re looking for people interested in joining our new study:

“Younger onset dementia diagnosis”
You can take part in this study if:
• You or your loved one has been diagnosed with dementia
• The person with dementia started having symptoms when they
were under the age of 65
What’s involved?
You will be asked to complete a questionnaire about your experience of
getting a diagnosis of dementia. The person with dementia will be
asked to give permission for researchers to access their medical
records relating to dementia diagnosis.
For further information or to sign up, please contact:
Dr Brigid Ryan
b.ryan@auckland.ac.nz
027 699 7960
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Focus Groups

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Dementia Canterbury
Annual Appeal
Friday 20th and Saturday
21st November 2020

Help us make this the best year ever!
If you can collect, please contact
admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz
or phone 03 379 2590
12

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz

Events
Appealing to you:
Now we are moving back to some form of normality we are
forging ahead for our major fundraisers for the close of this
year and into 2021.
Our Annual Appeal on 20 and 21 November is our biggest
fundraiser and with other events during the year cancelled
because of Covid-19 we are hoping for a good result. We
are of-course always in need of volunteer collectors. We
realise that Covid-19 has caused anxiety in relation to social
distancing and meeting in public but hope that in Level one
(at time of writing) people are feeling more confident in
social settings. To offer reassurance, we will have masks
and pocket-sized hand sanitiser packs available for all
volunteers. Also, our buckets will have a QR barcode
displayed to allow for contactless payment. And we are
setting up a Text to Donate.

If you are interested in volunteering call Deb or Karen on
03 379 2590 or email: admin@dementiacanterbury.org.
nz and indicate where and when you would like to collect.
We are also looking for people who might co-ordinate a
collection site for the day… perhaps get a group of friends
who could cover one to two hour shifts over a few hours?
You can also fill out a form online by going to our Facebook
page or our website: www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
We rely heavily on the support of our volunteers. As a notfor-profit with nearly two thirds of our income coming from
fundraising, we really need your help.

First up next year . . . golf
Next up will be our Charity Golf Tournament on Friday 19
March 2021 at the Russley Golf Club. The major sponsor for
the event is Lexus of Christchurch but we are looking for
other sponsors, prizes, raffle items and, of course teams to
enter the competition. It was a great afternoon of golf last
year and feedback was extremely positive.

If you would like to get involved, please email Deb Parker at:
marketing@dementiacanterbury.org.nz, and keep an eye
on our website: www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
and FB page: www.facebook.com/DementiaCanterburyNZ
for further updates.

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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Funding
Thanks to:
Summerset Canterbury for a laptop (including set up cost) for our Educators. The laptop is capable of running
presentations on large screens and in more than one room.

NCTIR for a laptop, screen, keyboard and docking station donated by the four major contractors (Fulton Hogan, HEB,

Downer and Higgins) in the North Canterbury Transport Infrastructure Recovery (NCTIR) alliance for our Kaikoura Key Worker.

Still Me T-Shirts
Get behind this great fundraiser which supports the
messaging “see the person, not the illness”.
Still Me is a Dementia New Zealand campaign to help
change the way people think, feel and talk about dementia.
It is a reminder to see the person not the condition and
to recognise the brave person who is supporting them.
Dementia Canterbury is right in behind Still Me, working to
ensure those affected by dementia have the freedom and
confidence to make the most of every day. To raise money
towards our services, we are selling tee-shirts
with the Still Me message for $30. They are in black or white
and a variety of sizes. Call 379 2590 or email
admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz to order.
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Stamps for Library
Trevor Hayes, our amazing Philatelist is working towards his
target of $22,000 through the sale of stamps donated to
Dementia Canterbury to fund our Library collection. Please
help Trevor reach this wonderful target by donating any
stamps/stamp albums for him to sell on our behalf. Thank
you Trevor for your valued support.
In recognition for the outstanding contribution Trevor has
made to Dementia Canterbury he was nominated in the
recent Ministry of Health National Volunteer Awards.

Donation slip
YES, I’d like to support people living with dementia
As a not-for-profit agency, Dementia Canterbury needs the support of the community to continue to deliver services that really
make a difference to the quality of life for all affected by dementia.
NAME____________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________________________________________________________________
PHONE__________________________________ EMAIL___________________________________________________________
I would like to receive regular email updates from Dementia Canterbury
Please accept my donation of :

$10

$25

$50

Other $

or:

Internet Banking Details: ASB 123240:0097861:00 Dementia Canterbury
(Please use your Surname as a ‘Reference’) or: Cheque is enclosed
Credit Card Details: Please charge my credit card with $
Card number

Visa

Mastercard

Expiry Date __________________________________

Name on Card_____________________________________ Cardholder’s Signature:____________________________________
Invest in your future – remember Dementia Canterbury in your Will.
Contact us for more information. Email admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz or call 03 379 2590.

0800 444 776 and 0800 259 226 (West Coast)
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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where people living with dementia feel safe and confident to
participate in activities in the community.
Dementia Canterbury area includes West Coast/Buller, Kaikoura,
Ashburton and North Canterbury regions.
We provide information, education programs, seminars and
training, therapeutic and support groups and community based
social and activity programs to clients, care partners, whanau and
the community. With more than 500 new referrals every year, it
is vital we secure income to continue to deliver these essential
services.

Darral Campbell
darral@dementiacanterbury.org.nz

ury.org.nz
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tter for all people affected by dementia
Making life better for all people affected by dementia
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